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Abstract In this paper, we propose a technique for certifying encounter information
with acquaintances in wireless sensor networks. In our technique, we assume that
each user holds a small low power sensor with a short range wireless communication
device such as ZigBee, and that multiple sensors called landmarks, which provide
accurate location and time, are sparsely distributed in the target area. Each user’s
sensor stores encounter information obtained from other users and landmarks in its
memory, and it sends those information to its local server when it meets with land-
marks which are connected to the Internet. At the same time, we assume that each
user registers his/her private key and the list (called friend list) of his/her acquain-
tances in the Certification Authority (CA) server. When each user sends his/her en-
counter information to CA, CA informs the digital evidence about when and whom
each user has met. In order to keep privacy of each encountered person, if an en-
countered person does not register the user’s name in his/her friend list, the user
cannot know that the user has met with the encountered person. Thus, our technique
guarantees anonymity and unlinkability of encounter information by using a hash
function and symmetric-key encryption. We have implemented the proposed tech-
nique using a hash function SHA-1 on MOTE and confirmed efficiency of the pro-
posed technique through experiments. In addition, we have theoretically analyzed
its low energy consumption and practical ability about traceability.
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1 Introduction

As the progress of wireless network, it has been easy for a user to acquire informa-
tion about the location. Therefore, many location-aware services such as E-911 [1]
have been proposed. These services provide each user’s location information about
where the user is standing and give guides to the destination of the user. However, it
is helpful for location-aware services to provide not only such location information
but also encounter information which informs whom the user encounters at each
time. In addition, if we can obtain the digital evidence of these information, we can
provide several types of new location-aware services based on users’ traceability.

For example, in Japan, most children go to their school on foot. Therefore we
need a system to guarantee children’s security by checking the behavior of the chil-
dren on the way between the school and their home. When a child leaves from
his/her school district, the system reports warning messages to his/her parents by
using encounter information between the child and the terminals that the school
deployed, and/or other children, teachers and inhabitants hold.

Ref. [2] proposes a routing protocol using encounter information. In Ref. [3], a
search and rescue system called CenWits is proposed. In CenWits, each user holds
a small sensor with a short range wireless communication device. Each user ob-
tains and stores encounter information if he/she encounters other users or fixed base
stations, which provide their own accurate location and time. Each user sends ac-
cumulated encounter information to a central server via base stations. The server
estimates those users’ location based on the accumulated encounter information.
However, malicious users such as stalkers can easily track their favorite users’ be-
havior since all messages are exchanged without encryption in CenWits. Addition-
ally, malicious users might forge false encounter information. On the other hand,
various techniques to certify users’ location have been proposed so far [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
Ref. [4] proposes a location certification technique called SECTOR, which certifies
the correctness of users’ location by using contact information with others. Most
of location certification techniques use the distance bounding protocol [9] in which
a node estimates the upper bounds of distance to another node by measuring com-
munication delay. In the distance bounding protocol, special devices are assumed to
measure time delay between nodes in nanoseconds.

In this paper, we propose a certification technique for encounter information
which has (i) anonymity (i.e., no one can identify users only from encounter in-
formation), (ii) unlinkability (i.e., no one can recognize whether senders of multiple
encounter information are the same or not) and (iii) digital evidence (i.e., malicious
users cannot falsify encounter information). Hereafter, if encounter information sat-
isfies unlinkability, we call itunlinkable, otherwise we call itlinkable.

In order to keep anonymity, senders in encounter information should not be
identified so that any user cannot identify them. Even if encounter information is
anonymous, it might be linkable. For example, assume that encrypted encounter
information sent from useri at time t1 andt2. If the identification of useri is en-
crypted as “111” andt1 andt2 are encrypted as “10001” and “10010”, respectively,
and if those two encounter information are simply specified as “<111,10001>” and
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“<111,10010>”, then others can identify these encounter information are sent from
the same user “111” although they cannot identify the real user name of “111”.
If someone watches the useri transmits encounter information “<111,10001>”,
he/she can recognize the user of “111” isi when he/she meets useri again. There-
fore, we need to design unlinkable encounter information. For digital evidence of
encounter information, we need a trustful authority, that is,Certification Author-
ity (CA) which certifies encountered location and time. In addition, CA needs to
confirm encounter information is not falsified.

Generally, digital signature [10] using public-key encryption is used for authenti-
cation. There are many public-key encryption algorithms such as RSA [11], Elliptic
Curve Cryptosystem (ECC [12]) and NTRU [13]. Although NTRU is lower cost al-
gorithm than RSA and ECC, Refs. [14, 15] show that computational cost of NTRU is
the greatest in the three encryption algorithms (NTRU, AES [16] and SHA-1 [17]).
To satisfy various demands (for example, users’ demand may be that they can use
terminals for a long time without energy charge, while system providers’ demand
may be that they make an application which less influences other functions on mo-
bile phones.), we need to choose a low cost encryption algorithm as we can. Also,
since public-key encryption is hard to manage many private keys and public keys,
it is not suitable for our technique. Therefore, our technique uses Hashed Message
Authentication Code (HMAC [18]) and symmetric-key encryption (e.g., AES) to
achieve anonymity and digital evidence. HMAC is one of message authentication
techniques using a hash function with private keys. It achieves authentication and
detection of falsification. In addition, we use randomized numbers in our technique
to achieve unlinkability [19, 20].

We have evaluated our technique theoretically and chosen the hash function
SHA-1 [17] on MICAz MOTE to evaluate computational time and energy consump-
tion. Our theoretical analysis shows our technique is able to track users in urban
areas with enough accuracy. From the experimental results on MOTE, we have con-
firmed that the execution time to compute SHA-1 for input size 1024 bits is 64 ms.
Also, we have found that the energy consumption of SHA-1 is approximately 1/270
of RSA-1024 [21].

2 Overview

2.1 System Model

In our technique, we assume that base stations which provide accurate location in-
formation to users are sparsely distributed in the target area. Hereafter, we call those
base stationslandmarks. Some landmarks are connected to the Internet and forward
encounter information sent from each user toLocal Server(LS) of the user. Each
user holds a mobile phone or a small low power sensor with a short range wireless
communication device such as ZigBee and Bluetooth.
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Fig. 1 System Model - (a) Gathering Encounter Information, (b) Certification Process

Each node periodically broadcasts beacon messages to its neighbors. When node
j located in nodei’s wireless communication range receivesi’s beacon,j replies to
i in order to confirm thati and j have encountered. Thenj stores encounter infor-
mation which certifies thati has encounteredj (Fig. 1(a)). All exchanged messages
are encrypted to avoid eavesdropping. Accumulated encounter information are for-
warded to the user’s LS when each user encounters landmarks.

CA certifies encounter information of each user if needed. From encounter in-
formation stored in LS ofj, CA identifies the nodes which have encounteredj, and
certifies digital evidence ofj ’s encounter information (Fig. 1(b)). Each user speci-
fiesfriendsin its ownfriend list in advance, and all friend lists are registered in CA.
CA certifies encounter information if and only ifi is a friend of j. Otherwise, CA
discards encounter information. The certified encounter information is sent back to
j as an action record ofj, and j can show the persons thatj has encountered and
their encountered location and time with digital evidence.

2.2 Applications

Our technique assumes that it is used for the following applications.

• Children Security System
In Japan, most children go to the school on foot along the pre-specified school
roads (recommended safe routes to the school). Therefore we can check the secu-
rity of each child if we can detect that the child moves along his/her school road
or the child is in the school district. For this system, the school installs landmark
terminals all over the school district, and children, teachers, inhabitants shall
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have handheld unit with GPS function. When each terminal meets with other
terminals, the system records its encounter information. Using this encounter in-
formation, when a child leaves from his/her school district, the system can detect
the situation and notify the warning to parents of the child. And in case that a
child does not come back home, if parents acquire this encounter information,
they can acquire the information about where is the child and whom there is the
child with now.

• Stray Child Discovery System
The visitors of amusement parks are mainly families. There are many stray chil-
dren in a park because they can walk freely. The users can enjoy the amusement
park if they can find the lost child easily. The amusement park sets up a landmark
terminal for each attraction, and each employee of the park carries a handheld ter-
minal with GPS function. And the user of the park has a sensor terminal at the
time of entrance. When the user meets with an employee or passes the neighbor-
hood of the attraction, the user can acquire his/her correct location. In addition,
if a child has been outside of the park as a lost child, we can detect the situation
immediately by setting the landmarks in the surroundings of the park. This sys-
tem can be used in the various places such as ball parks or museums and so on,
with the same purpose.

3 Encounter Certification Mechanism

In this section, we describe the encounter certification mechanism of our technique.
We prove that encounter information has anonymity, unlinkability and digital evi-
dence.

3.1 Assumptions

Landmarks are given correct location coordinates. We assume that users have ter-
minals with GPS function. We also assume loose time synchronization in all the
terminals. In other words, they can obtain correct location and time. Let nodei’s lo-
cation and time bel i andti , respectively. In addition, we do not assume the multi-hop
communication of nodes. These assumptions are relaxed in Section 3.3.

CA (Certificate Authority) does not hold encounter information itself but it keeps
each user’s identification, private key and friend list, which is the list of partners
permitting to share the information about the user. Encounter information is stored
in LS (Local Server) of the user and transmitted to CA only when the user needs
certification. CA specifies the terminal (other user or a landmark) which the user
met with from the encounter information and friend list of the user.

Each node encodes its sending data by using HMAC and AES to achieve
anonymity.H[text] andmaci(text) denote the output of hash function and HMAC
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of text, respectively. We assume only CA and nodei know i’s private key. Since
maci(text) is generated byi’s private key andtext, CA can certify that the generator
of maci(text) is i. The encrypted data oftext is denoted asaesi(text).

A random number, which is changed every period of time, is input to HMAC
together with sending data [19, 20]. This random number makes the sending data
unlinkable since other users can only recognize it as a random bit sequence. We
assume that this random number is created by a pseudo-random number generator
(e.g., MD5 or SHA-1). Hereafter,r i denotes a random number of nodei.

3.2 Protocol

Nodei is a supplier who provides encounter information. Landmarks and users can
be nodei. Node j is a claimant who receives encounter information, that is, only
users can be nodej.

1. Nodei periodically broadcasts a beaconbeacon(i,ti) = {hi ,ci}.

hi = maci(l i , ti , r i)
ci = aesi(l i , ti , r i),

wherel i , ti andr i denote nodei’s location, time and random number, respectively.
2. Node j acquires encounter information{Ei j ,< l i , t j >} when j meets (i.e., re-

ceived a beacon from)i as shown in Fig. 2.

• Node j broadcasts{beacon(i,ti),h j} and storesc j .

h j = macj(beacon(i,ti), l j , t j , r j)
c j = aesj(l j , t j , r j),

wherel j , t j and r j denotes nodej ’s location, time and random number, re-
spectively.

• Node i broadcasts{h j ,h′i , r
′
i} only if it receives{beacon(i,ti),h j} in the time

period of[ti , ti +∆ t].

h′i = maci(h j , r
′
i),

wherer ′i denotes nodei’s random number.
• Node j stores{Ei j ,< l i , t j >} only if it receives{h j ,h′i , r

′
i} in the time period

of [t j , t j +∆ t].

Ei j = {beacon(i,ti),h j ,h
′
i ,c j , r

′
i}

3. Node j transmits{Ei j ,< l i , t j >} into its own LS via landmarks connected to the
Internet.

4. Node j sendsEi j from its LS to CA for guarantee of its action record.
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i j

obtain position l i and time ti
generate random numberr i

computehi ,ci

hi = maci(l i , ti , r i)
ci = aesi(l i , ti , r i) {beacon(i,ti ), l i}

sendbeacon(i,ti ) = {hi ,ci} ———> receivebeacon(i,ti )
obtain position l j and time t j

generate random numberr j

computeh j ,c j

h j = macj (beacon(i,ti ), l j , t j , r j )
{beacon(i,ti ),h j} c j = aesj (l j , t j , r j )

receive{beacon(i,ti ),h j} <——— send{beacon(i,ti ),h j}
obtain time t ′i

If t ′i is in time interval [ti , ti +∆ t], this protocol continues.

generate random numberr ′i
computeh′i

h′i = maci(h j , r ′i ) {h′i ,h j , r ′i}
send{h′i ,h j , r ′i} ———> receive{h′i ,h j , r ′i}

obtain time t ′j

If t ′j is in time interval [t j , t j +∆ t], this protocol continues.

store encounter information
{Ei j < l i , t j >}
Ei j = {beacon(i,ti ),h j ,h′i ,c j , r ′i}

Fig. 2 Encounter Information Gathering Protocol

5. CA verifiesEi j .

• CA specifies a node who nodej encountered fromh′i .
CA calculatesmack(h j , r ′i) for all k in j’s friend list, and compares it withh′i .
If they are corresponding,j encountered withk andh j is not falsified.

• CA specifies nodej ’s location and time fromh j

CA obtains{l j , t j , r j} by decodingc j . CA calculatesmacj(beacon(i,ti), l j , t j , r j)
and compares it withh j . If they are corresponding,l j , t j andhi are not falsi-
fied.

• CA specifies nodei’s location and time fromhi

CA obtains{l i , ti , r i} by decodingci . CA calculatesmaci(l i , ti , r i) and com-
pares it withhi . If they are corresponding,l i andti are not falsified.

• CA guarantees encounter locationl i j based onl i andl j and encounter timeti j
based onti andt j .

6. CA notifies the guaranteed encounter information< i, l i j , ti j > to j.
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3.2.1 Anonymity and Unlinkability

In this section, we prove anonymity and unlinkability of encounter information.

Lemma 1. If text is changed at random every time,{hx, text} has anonymity and
unlinkability, where hx = macx(text).

Proof. Becausehx = macx(text) can be generated only by a node which knows both
x’s private key andtext according to the property of hash functions, only CA andx
can identifyx’s private key from{hx, text}. Therefore,{hx, text} has anonymity.

Additionally, if each sending data is changed at random every time, it is unlink-
able. Assuming thattext is changed at random every time,hx becomes a random bit
sequence since it includestextas input. Thus,{hx, text} is changed at random every
time. Therefore,{hx, text} has unlinkability. ut

Theorem 1.Ei j has anonymity and unlinkability.

Proof. We can considerEi j to be consisted ofλ1 = {h j ,{beacon(i,ti),c j}} and
λ2 = {h′i ,{h j , r ′i}}. beacon(i,ti), c j and h j are random bit sequences since those
data include random numbers which are changed every time. In other words,
{beacon(i,ti),c j} and{h j , r ′i} are changed at random every time. Because the pair
of λ1 andλ2 can be considered as{hx, text} in Lemma 1,Ei j has anonymity and
unlinkability. ut

3.2.2 Digital Evidence

We prove digital evidence of encounter information.

Theorem 2.Ei j has digital evidence which shows that node i has encountered node
j (i.e., it has existed within the wireless communication range of j) at time within
[ti , ti +2∆ t].

Proof. Since only CA andi know i’s private key, onlyi which knowsh j can gen-
erateh′i , and sincei generatesh′i only if it receives{beacon(i,ti),c j ,h j} in the time
period of[ti , ti + ∆ t], h j is generated within[ti , ti + ∆ t]. In other words,t j is within
[ti , ti + ∆ t]. In the same way, since only CA andj know j ’s private key, onlyj can
generateh j , and sincej generatesEi j only if it receives{h j ,h′i , r

′
i} in the time pe-

riod of [t j , t j +∆ t], Ei j is generated in[ti , ti +2∆ t]. Therefore,Ei j has digital evidence
which shows thati has communicated withj at time within[ti , ti + 2∆ t]. Based on
the assumption of multi-hop communication,i and j have existed in the wireless
communication range of each other. ut

Moreover, CA discardsEi j provided from nodes except nodej.

Theorem 3.Ei j is valid if and only if it is provided from node j.
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Fig. 3 Relation of Node Distances

Proof. CA finds thatEi j is encounter information involving nodej sinceEi j is pro-
vided from nodej. Even thoughk providesEi j to CA, CA can detect a contradiction
as the following expression:

mack(beacon(i,ti), l j , t j , r j) 6= h j

This is because nodej ’s private key is unique. Therefore,Ei j is valid only for node
j. ut

3.3 Discussion

We relax the assumption of location, time and multi-hop communication.

3.3.1 Encounter Information Based on Landmarks

All users may not have GPS devices. Therefore, reliable information about location
and time are provided from only landmarks. In such a case, our technique can es-
timate the region where the user has encountered the other node based on location
of landmarks. Furthermore, our technique certifies the time sequence that the user
encountered other nodes when the user does not have a timer device.

Encounter Region

If each user does not have a GPS device, reliable location information is obtained
from only coordinates of landmarks. In this case, we assume that each nodei pro-
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Fig. 4 Certified Encounter Region

vides substitutive information for its own location informationl i wheni encounters
other nodes. Each landmarks provides the pair of identifierids and location coor-
dinatels. And each useri provides the pair of the location coordinatelsi of the last
encountered landmarksi and the elapsed time∆Tsi after the encounter withsi . In
addition, let the maximum velocity of users bev and the wireless communication
range beR. In the following,v andR are common for all users to simplify the dis-
cussion, while different values can be set for each user. We also defineCirc(a,b) as
a circular region whose central coordinate isa and radius isb. For example, we can
express the region asCirc(ls,R) where the user can exist in wireless communication
rangeR of the landmarks. Then CA certifies the following Theorem 4.

Theorem 4.When users i and j encounter, the encounter location of j is in the
following region.

Circ(lsi ,v∗∆Tsi +2R)∩Circ(lsj ,v∗∆Tsj +R) (1)

Proof. Becausej moves to distance ofv∗ ∆Tsj at the maximum when∆Tsj has
passed sincej encountered landmarksj , j is in the regionCirc(lsj ,v∗∆Tsj + R). i
is also in the regionCirc(lsi ,v∗∆Tsi + R). Therefore, sincei and j are within the
wireless communication rangeRof each other like Fig. 3, the location coordinate of
j is certified to be in the common region ofCirc(lsi , v∗∆Tsi +2R) andCirc(lsj ,v∗
∆Tsj +R) (Exp.1) as shown in the shaded region of Fig. 4. ut

Time Sequence of Encounter

If each user does not have a timer device, reliable time information is only obtained
from landmarks. In this case, we assume that each useri provides substitutive in-
formation for its own timeti wheni encounters other nodes. Each useri provides a
hash valueH[Eki] of encounter informationEki with k which i has encountered last.
If we assume that userj encounteredk1,k2, · · · ,kn, i sequentially andk1 is landmark
sj , then CA certifies the following Theorem 5.
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Theorem 5.Ei j certifies that node j encountered nodes k2, · · · ,kn, i sequentially af-
ter the encounter with landmark sj at tsj .

Proof. Ei j includes the hash valueH[Ekn j ] of encounter information withkn that
node j has encountered last. Since nodej cannot generateH[Ekn j ] without Ekn j ,
H[Ekn j ] certifies thatj encounteredi at least after the encounter withkn. The hash
valueH[Ekn−1 j ] of encounter information withkn−1 is also included inEkn j . Since
we cannot generateH[Ekn−1 j ] without Ekn−1 j , H[Ekn−1 j ] certifies thatj has encoun-
teredkn at least after the encounter withkn−1. In the same way, the hash value
H[Ekn−2 j ] of encounter information withkn−2 is included inEkn−1 j , andH[Ekn−2 j ]
certifies thatj has encounteredkn−1 at least after the encounter withkn−2. Therefore,
Ekn j certifies thatj has encounteredkn−2,kn−1,kn sequentially. When this procedure
is repeated,Ekn j certifies that nodej encountered nodesk1,k2, · · · ,kn sequentially.
If we assume that thek1 is the landmarksj , Ek1 j = Esj j includes reliable encounter
time tsj . Therefore, Theorem 5 is proved by deduction. ut

3.3.2 Multi-Hop Communication

We assume that each node can communicate on multi-hop via other nodes. For ex-
ample, if a malicious user simply installs a repeater between useri and userj, and
the repeater sends the bit streams sent fromi and j, it can fake as ifi and j seems to
have encountered. In other words, in Theorem 2, it is certified thati has communi-
cated withj in [ti , ti +2∆ t], but it cannot be certified thati and j has communicated
directly. Therefore, it is necessary to certify thati and j are in the wireless commu-
nication range. In our technique, we can examine whetheri and j are in each other’s
wireless communication range by location information provided fromi and j.

However,i and j are assumed that they trust location information provided from
each other (users do not give false evidence by location information). Because all
users may not be reliable, we assume that a user can give false evidence for its
location information. On this assumption, userj (or i) itself has to certify that the
user i (or j) is in the wireless communication range, and has to store encounter
information only when they are in the wireless communication range. This problem
can be settled by using additional techniques such as the distance bounding protocol
[9]. If we use the distance bounding protocol, a node can measure reliable distance
with another node. However, the node needs a special device to measure accurate
distance as described in Section 1.

It is also necessary to certify that the user possesses its own terminal. Our tech-
nique does not have means to certify whether the user possesses its own terminal.
Therefore, our technique needs means that each user shows to possess its own termi-
nal regularly. For example, each user has a terminal with a fingerprint authentication
device or camera devices are sparsely distributed in the target area.

In this way, our technique can show reliable digital evidence of encounter infor-
mation and certify anonymity at comparatively low cost. But using together with
the existing techniques, our technique can show more reliable digital evidence of
encounter information.
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school1.44km

1.44km
91.27m

Fig. 5 A School District

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Traceability of Encounter Information

The number of landmarks to achieve traceability of encounter information differs
depending on application requirements, that is, required frequency of obtaining en-
counter information. As an example application, we consider the children security
system for primary students around Tokyo. For simplicity of discussion, we assume
a square school district. In the city around Tokyo, the average size of a school district
is 2.07km2 and the average length of a road is 91.27m. Thus, the side of this square
district is 1.44kmby calculation of 2.07= 1.442 and the number of roads in the side
is 16 from 1.44(km)/91.27(m) ' 16. Therefore, we consider the application in the
school district as shown in Fig. 5.

If we need to trace the movements of children at the road level in this whole
district, encounter information is required on each road. Thus, we need to deploy
152 = 225 landmarks at each intersection. On the other hand, we can reduce the
number of landmarks in another requirement. Assume that the goal is detection of
dangerous and/or abnormal movements of children. In Japan, most students go to
the school on foot along the school roads (recommended safe routes to the school).
Thus, we only need to deploy landmarks along with the school roads. In another
requirement, we may want encounter information in every 5 minutes. Assuming
that walking speed of children is 1.14(m/sec.), we need to deploy landmarks ap-
proximately every 340m(300(sec.) ∗ 1.14(m/sec.)). Thus, the required number of
landmarks is 18 when considering the length of a road is 91m. Moreover, students,
teachers and inhabitants can be mobile nodes. In the 2.07km2 of the school district
in this city, the average number of students, teachers and houses are 670, 30 and
4782, respectively. In addition, we may use base stations of wireless LAN in the
houses as landmarks. Therefore, the number of landmarks can be reduced.
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Table 1 Performance of MOTE
MICAz MICA2DOT

Processor ATMega128L
Clock Frequency7.37 MHz 4 MHz
Program Memory 128 Kbytes

SRAM 4 Kbytes
Radio Frequency2405 MHz315/433/915 MHz

Bandwidth 250 Kbps
Flash Memory 512 Kbytes

4.2 Space Complexity

The data size of encounter information affects the number of information which a
sensor can store in its memory. When nodej obtains encounter information with
nodei, j stores{Ei j ,< l i , t j >} whereEi j = {beacon(i,ti), h j , h′i , c j , r ′i}. Since the
beacon isbeacon(i,ti) = {hi ,ci}, Ei j consists of MAC values, codes of symmetric-
key encryption and random numbers. MAC value is the output of the hash function.
Here, we use the hash function SHA-256 [22] whose output size is 32 bytes. The size
of random numbers can be small since quite different hash values are generated by
a little change of random numbers. If a pseudo-random number generator is SHA-1,
the size of random numbers is 20 bytes. Next, we consider the size of the codes. If
we use AES as symmetric-key encryption, the output data size becomes multiple of
block size of 16 bytes. When encounter information is certified based on information
of landmarks, the input size ofc j becomes maximum. Then the input data ofc j is
(< lsi , ∆Tsi >, H[Ekn j ], r j) instead of(l i , ti , r i). Sincelsi is x andy coordinates of a
node,∆Tsi is the elapsed time,H[Ekn j ] is a hash value andr j is a random number,
the data sizes of them are 6, 3, 32 and 20 bytes, respectively. Because at least 6 +
3 + 32 + 20 = 61 bytes are needed, we need to prepare 4 blocks (64 bytes) for the
output of symmetric-key encryption.

Since the size ofbeacon(i,ti) is 32+ 64= 96 bytes, we need 96+ 32∗2+ 64+
20 = 244 bytes perEi j . Therefore, we need 244+ 3+ 3 = 250 per encounter in-
formation. If the memory capacity of a small sensor is 512 Kbytes as described in
Table 1, the sensor can store 512∗ 1000/250= 2048 encounter information. The
time when the memory capacity is filled with the data changes with the interval of
sending beacons and the nodes density. For example, assume that each node sends
a beacon every 5s and each user encounters 10 nodes on average. Then, users can
store encounter information on their small sensors for 2048/10∗5 = 1024s.

4.3 Computation Time

We have experimented to evaluate whether it is practical to implement the hash
function on low power sensor nodes. We have used a small sensor MOTE which
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Table 2 Energy Consumption of Three Encryption Algorithms on MOTE

Encryption Algorithm Energy Consumption
RSA (RSA-1024) 304mWs
ECC (ECDSA-160) 22.82mWs
Hash Function(SHA-1) 5.9 µWs/byte

has a short range wireless communication device embedded with ZigBee called MI-
CAz. Table 1 shows performance of MOTE. When we have implemented the hash
functions SHA-1 and SHA-256 [22] on MOTE, we have found that it took 64ms and
170ms to compute each hash function for 1024 bits of input size. In our technique,
the main process of sensors is computation of the hash function and the symmetric-
key encryption. The computation time of the hash function is nearly equal to that of
the symmetric-key encryption as described in Refs. [23, 24]. Therefore, encounter
information can be generated within practical amount of time on a small low power
sensor.

4.4 Energy Consumption

We compare the energy consumption of the hash function with that of public-key
encryption. Refs. [23, 25] describe the energy consumption of RSA, ECC and the
hash function implemented on MICA2DOT. The performance of MICA2DOT is de-
scribed in Table 1. Table 2 shows the energy consumption of these three encryption
algorithms.

We obtain the energy consumption of the hash function not for 1 byte but for
the maximum input data size in our technique. When encounter information is cer-
tified based on information of landmarks, the input data ofh j becomes the max-
imum. Then the input datah j is (beacon(i,ti), < lsi , ∆Tsi >, H[Ekn j ], r j) instead
of (beacon(i,ti), l j , t j , r j). According to Section 4.2, each data size ofbeacon(i,ti), lsi ,
∆Tsi , H[Ekn j ] andr j are 80, 6, 3, 32 and 20 bytes, respectively. So, the input data size
of the hash function becomes 141 bytes at the maximum. Since the hash function
is processed every block, we need to compensate an insufficient amount of multiple
of block size. In other words, we need 64∗3 = 192 bytes when the block size is 64
bytes. Consequently, in our technique, the energy consumption of the hash function
is 5.9µWs/byte * 192bytes = 1133µWs = 1.133 mWs. This is 1/268 and 1/20 times
as much as the energy consumption of RSA-1024 and ECDSA-160.

Next, we consider the encryption algorithm called NTRU [13] for mobile phones.
Ref. [14] shows the performance comparison of ECC, NTRU, AES and SHA-1 al-
gorithms on a RFID tag (see Table 3). The energy consumption of NTRU is approx-
imately 18 times as much as that in SHA-1 or AES. Therefore, SHA-1 and AES are
suitable for our technique because their computation time and energy consumption
are small.
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Table 3 Performance Comparison of Four Encryption Algorithms on a RFID Tag

Encryption AlgorithmClockCycleArea(gates)Energy(J)
ECC 408850 18720 322.5µ
NTRU 29225 2850 1118.15n
AES 534 4070 58.3n
SHA-1 405 4362 50.35n

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a sensor-based certification technique for encounter
information. In the proposed technique, users can obtain anonymous and unlink-
able encounter information with digital evidence. We have implemented the hash
function SHA-1 on MOTE to confirm whether it is possible to implement our tech-
nique on small low power sensors. We have found that the computation time of the
hash function is short enough and its energy consumption is smaller than public-key
encryption. For future work, we are planning to evaluate the performance of our
technique on accuracy and scalability.
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